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preservation, and employ linear modeling approaches to obtain the node embeddings (Yang et al. 2017; Lian et al. 2018;
Qiu et al. 2018). Recent research, however, has pivoted to
learn the node embeddings using graph convolution networks (GCNs) (Kipf and Welling 2017; Chen, Ma, and Xiao
2018; Abu-El-Haija et al. 2018; Derr, Ma, and Tang 2018;
Abu-El-Haija et al. 2019), which aim to aggregate information from the neighbors for node embeddings. These GCNbased network embedding methods have revolutionized the
ﬁeld of network embedding and achieved the state-of-the-art
performance in network analysis tasks. Nevertheless, most
of the GCN-based network embedding methods are only
proposed for unsigned networks (consisting of only positive links). However, in the real word, some networks are
signed with the links are annotated with different polarities,
i.e., positive vs. negative. Such different link polarities can
convey very different physical meanings and information
(Kunegis, Preusse, and Schwagereit 2013), which should be
effectively incorporated in network representation learning.
Since the methods proposed for unsigned networks can not
distinguish the different properties of positive and negative
links, and fail to exploit additional information from negative links, therefore they cannot be directly applied on signed
networks.

Abstract
Learning the low-dimensional representations of graphs (i.e.,
network embedding) plays a critical role in network analysis
and facilitates many downstream tasks. Recently graph convolutional networks (GCNs) have revolutionized the ﬁeld of
network embedding, and led to state-of-the-art performance
in network analysis tasks such as link prediction and node
classiﬁcation. Nevertheless, most of the existing GCN-based
network embedding methods are proposed for unsigned networks. However, in the real world, some of the networks are
signed, where the links are annotated with different polarities, e.g., positive vs. negative. Since negative links may have
different properties from the positive ones and can also signiﬁcantly affect the quality of network embedding. Thus in
this paper, we propose a novel network embedding framework SNEA to learn Signed Network Embedding via graph
Attention. In particular, we propose a masked self-attentional
layer, which leverages self-attention mechanism to estimate
the importance coefﬁcient for pair of nodes connected by different type of links during the embedding aggregation process. Then SNEA utilizes the masked self-attentional layers
to aggregate more important information from neighboring
nodes to generate the node embeddings based on balance theory. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed framework through signed link prediction task on
several real-world signed network datasets.

Some signed network embedding methods have been proposed in recent years (Kunegis et al. 2010; Hsieh, Chiang, and Dhillon 2012; Chiang, Whang, and Dhillon 2012;
Zheng and Skillicorn 2015; Yuan, Wu, and Xiang 2017;
Wang et al. 2017; Kim et al. 2018; Derr, Ma, and Tang
2018). Some of these methods employ linear modeling approaches to learn the node embedding by spectral analysis or matrix factorization, while the other methods treat
neighboring nodes equally without considering the different contributions of different nodes when aggregating and
propagating information in networks. Recently, for the target nodes, many works have demonstrated that impacts of
different neighbors can be different, and quantifying such
different impacts can signiﬁcantly improve the performance
of unsigned network analysis tasks with deep learning models (Zhao et al. 2017; Vaswani et al. 2017; Veličković et al.
2018). However, in signed networks, negative links have different properties from positive links, therefore signed net-

Introduction
Network embedding, aiming to learn low-dimensional embedding of nodes in networks, plays a critical role in network
analysis and has received much attention from data mining
and machine learning communities. Since graphs have been
a popular way to model structured data, network embedding
enables many downstream network analysis tasks such as
link prediction, node classiﬁcation and community detection
(Tian et al. 2014; Zhang et al. 2018; Zhang and Chen 2018;
Shao et al. 2019) (Please note that the terms graph and network are used interchangeably in this paper). Traditional
network embedding methods predominantly focus on the
high-order proximity approximation and network properties
∗
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• we propose a novel signed network embedding framework, namely SNEA, which leverages the graph attentional layers to aggregate more important information
from neighboring nodes based on balance theory;

bedding methods adopt signed variants of the graph Laplacian to cluster nodes in signed networks. In (Hsieh, Chiang, and Dhillon 2012; Tang, Aggarwal, and Liu 2016), matrix factorization based signed network embedding methods
are proposed for node classiﬁcation and signed link prediction tasks. The probabilistic methods are also used for node
representation learning. For example, SNE (Yuan, Wu, and
Xiang 2017) adopts a log-bilinear model and optimizes a
Skip-Gram-like (Mikolov et al. 2013) objective function by
the maximum likelihood estimation during node embedding
learning. SIDE (Kim et al. 2018) utilizes truncated random
walks and optimizes likelihood over different type of network links to derive the node embeddings.
Not only these linear modeling methods, but the deep
learning based signed network embedding methods are also
proposed for signed networks. SiNE (Wang et al. 2017)
optimizes an objective function guided by social theory in
signed networks to generate the node embeddings using a
deep learning framework. SGCN (Derr, Ma, and Tang 2018)
generalizes the GCNs to signed networks and applies a
mean-pooling strategy to aggregate information from neighboring nodes according to social theory.
With the increasing investigation of the attention mechanism on unsigned networks (Zhao et al. 2017; Abu-ElHaija et al. 2018; Veličković et al. 2018; Wang et al. 2019;
Yang et al. 2019), it has been demonstrated that impacts of
different neighboring nodes can be different, and quantifying such different impacts can signiﬁcantly improve the performance of network analysis tasks. Thus researchers have
begun to turn their attention to signed networks (Huang et al.
2019). SiGAT (Huang et al. 2019) ﬁrst introduces the GAT
(Veličković et al. 2018) to signed networks and designs a
motif-based graph neural network model based on balance
theory and status theory. Different from SiGAT, our method
SNEA proposes a graph attentional layer, which provides a
more universal way to aggregate and propagate more important information through both positive and negative links
based on balance theory.

• we design an objective function for both framework optimization and node representation learning;

Preliminary

works will generate more complex relationships than unsigned networks.
Based on the above analysis, when designing a neural network architecture with attention mechanism for signed network, we need to address the following issues. In a signed
network, nodes can be connected by different types of links
(i.e., positive links and negative links). In other words, nodes
can have different sets of neighbors connected by links with
different polarities. Therefore, how to distinguish the difference of neighbors and efﬁciently aggregate more important information from the neighboring nodes is required in
signed networks.
In this paper, we propose a novel network embedding
framework SNEA to learn Signed Network Embeddings
via graph Attention. Instead of directly applying meanpooling strategy when aggregating information from neighboring nodes, SNEA proposes a graph attentional layer,
which utilizes a masked self-attention mechanism to compute the importance coefﬁcients for the neighbors. The importance coefﬁcients effectively quantify the impacts among
the neighbors in node representation learning. Afterwards,
based on the balance theory, SNEA stacks multiple graph
attentional layers to aggregate node information from neighboring nodes with different importance coefﬁcients. Therefore, the node embeddings learned by SNEA can extract not
only the local structural information, but also the global embedding in the signed networks, whose effectiveness will be
evaluated with experiments on real-world signed network
datasets. Our main contributions are listed as follows:
• we propose a graph attentional layer, which utilizes a
masked self-attention mechanism to estimate the importance coefﬁcient for pair of nodes connected by different
type of links for embedding aggregation process.

• we evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed framework
SNEA on several real-world signed network datasets
through the signed link prediction task.

For the convenience of presentation, we ﬁrst introduce the
main notations used in this paper. Boldface uppercase letters (e.g., A) denote matrices, boldface lowercase letters
(e.g., w) denote vectors. Calligraphic math font (e.g., V)
denotes set, and |V| is the cardinality of V. In this way, a
signed network can be expressed as G = (V, E), where V =
{v1 , v2 , ..., vn } is the set of n nodes and E = {eij }vi ,vj ∈V is
the set of links. Note that E = E + ∪ E − and E + ∩ E − = ∅,
where E + and E − denote the sets of positive and negative links, respectively. Positive and negative neighbors of
vi are denoted as Ni+ and Ni− respectively, in addition,
N̂i+ = Ni+ ∪ {vi }, N̂i− = Ni− ∪ {vi } and Ni = Ni+ ∪ N̂i− .
As the balance theory (Heider 1946; Cartwright and
Harary 1956) implies that “the friend of my friend is my
friend” and “the foe of my friend is my foe”, for the target
node, there exists a set of “friend” nodes and a set of “foe”
nodes, which are called balanced node set and unbalanced
node set.

Related Work
In recent years, signed network analysis has attracted more
and more attention from data mining and machine learning communities, as many systems can be expressed as
signed graphs or signed networks. Since the network analysis methods proposed for unsigned networks (Wang, Cui,
and Zhu 2016; Zhang et al. 2018; Zhang and Chen 2018;
Lian et al. 2018) can not distinguish the different properties
of positive and negative links, many kinds of signed network
analysis methods have been developed for tasks such as node
clustering, node classiﬁcation, signed link prediction and so
on.
In (Kunegis et al. 2010; Chiang, Whang, and Dhillon
2012; Zheng and Skillicorn 2015), signed Laplacian em4773

Signed Graph Attentional Layers

Deﬁnition 1 Balanced/Unbalanced node set (Derr, Ma,
and Tang 2018). For the target node vi in signed network,
the balanced (unbalanced) node set is deﬁned as a set of
nodes (e.g., vj ) that have even (odd) negative links along a
path connecting vi and vj .

Before aggregating information from neighbors for each
node, we should notice that negative links have different
properties from positive links and the impacts from different
type of neighbors are different. Here we introduce a masked
self-attention mechanism, which is used to learn the importance of neighbors for each node in signed network when aggregating and propagating information through positive and
negative links.
As we mentioned above, each node can be represented
as balanced embedding hB and unbalanced embedding hU ,
and these two types of embeddings have different characteristics. Therefore, for each embedding type of nodes (e.g.,
node with embedding type R, R ∈ {B, U}), we leverage the
self-attention mechanism to learn the importance of neighbors for each node during the information aggregation process.
Given nodes vi ∈ V and vj ∈ Ni , let hi and hj denote
the input embeddings of node vi and vj . The importance
of vj to vi during the information aggregation process for
embedding type R can be formulated as follows:


R
R
eR
ij = a hi W , hj W , R
(1)
= tanh(bR (hi WR hj WR )T )

More speciﬁcally, the balanced node set Bi and unbalanced
node set Ui with respect to vi can be deﬁned as:
When l = 1
Bi (1) = {vj |vj ∈ Ni+ }
Ui (1) = {vj |vj ∈ Ni− }
For l > 1
Bi (l) = {vj |vk ∈ Bi (l − 1) and vj ∈ Nk+ }
∪ {vj |vk ∈ Ui (l − 1) and vj ∈ Nk− }
Ui (l) = {vj |vk ∈ Ui (l − 1) and vj ∈ Nk+ }
∪ {vj |vk ∈ Bi (l − 1) and vj ∈ Nk− }
where l denotes the length of path between pair of nodes.

+

+

-

+

+

(a) balanced

+

+
-

-

where the attention mechanism a denotes a single-layer
feedforward neural network, parameterized by a shared attentional parameter vector bR ∈ R1×2dout , and applying
a tanh function to make the attention model nonlinearity.
WR ∈ Rdin ×dout denotes a weight matrix for the linear
transformation of node embeddings, and din and dout denote
the input and output embedding dimensions, respectively. In
addition, ·T represents transposition and  denotes the concatenation operator.
After obtaining the importance between pair of nodes, we
R
can normalize them to make the attention score αij
comparable across different nodes, as shown in Figure 2(a). However, since there are two type of links and two type of embeddings for each node in signed network, the normalization
process is more complex than unsigned networks. Therefore,
we will introduce the normalization process detailedly in the
following embedding aggregation process.
Since there is only one type of initial embedding for each
node in signed network, we ﬁrst generate the balanced embedding hB(1) and unbalanced embedding hU (1) , we treat it
as the ﬁrst aggregation process. If we denote the initial em(0)
bedding of vi as hi ∈ R1×din , the ﬁrst aggregation layer
can be deﬁned as:


 B(1) (0)
B(1)
B(1)
hi
= tanh
αij hj W
(2)

-

(b) unbalanced

Figure 1: Four types of triangles in a signed network.
However, for each node, the balanced node set and the
unbalanced node set maybe overlap. As shown in Figure 1,
the two triangles on the left are balanced triangles according to balance theory, while the two triangles on the right
are unbalanced triangles. The pairs of nodes in the unbalanced triangles are both “friend” and “foe”. As known, the
information from the balanced node set (“friends”) and the
unbalanced node set (“foes”) may convey different characteristics. There exists problems if we represent each node as
only one representation. To tackle this issue, in this paper,
we represent each node as two embeddings, i.e., balanced
embedding and unbalanced embedding, respectively.

The Proposed Framework
In this section, we propose a novel network embedding
framework - SNEA for signed network. The remaining part
of this section will be organized as follows. At the beginning, a graph attentional layer, which utilizes a masked selfattention mechanism to handle the problem of relevance of
node embeddings in signed network will be introduced. After that, we will learn the node embeddings by aggregating information from balanced and unbalanced node sets by
stacking the graph attentional layers. Finally, we will introduce how to train this model and handle practical tasks in
signed networks.


U (1)
hi

= tanh

j∈N̂i+




U (1) (0)
αij hj WU (1)

(3)

j∈N̂i−
B(1)

U (1)

where αij and αij are the attention scores of nodes from
balanced node set and unbalanced node set with respect to
vi . Please note that, we add the self-loop in the aggregation
4774
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5
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h
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)

For the deeper aggregation layers (l > 1), the attentionguided aggregation layers can be recursively deﬁned as:


B(l)
B(l) B(l−1)
hi = tanh
αij hj
WB(l)

(b)

ߙ11

B(1)

U (1)

=

)

exp(eit

exp(eij
t∈N̂i−

v5

hjW

B(1)

exp(eij

=


U (l) B(l−1)

+αik hk

h1 (l )

(l)

(8)

(9)

WU (l)

(l)

where WB(l) , WU (l) ∈ Rdin ×dout denote the shared linear transformation matrices. Taking Figure 2(b) as an example again, the aggregation processes for balanced embedding
B(l)
U (l)
hi and unbalanced embedding hi are shown in Figure
2(e) and 2(f).
Calculating the importance between pair of nodes for
deeper layers are more complex than the ﬁrst aggregation
layer. Therefore, we propose to use the following formulas
to calculate the importance for different pair of nodes for
deeper layers:


B(l)
B(l−1)
B(l−1)
eij = a hi
WB(l) , hj
WB(l) , B
(10)


B(l)
U (l−1)
U (l−1)
WB(l) , hk
WB(l) , B
(11)
eik = a hi


U (l)
U (l−1)
U (l−1)
eij = a hi
WU (l) , hj
WU (l) , U
(12)


U (l)
B(l−1)
B(l−1)
eik = a hi
WU (l) , hk
WU (l) , U
(13)

α15

h5 (l1)
(f)

Figure 2: An illustration of the attention mechanism and how
SNEA aggregates information from neighboring nodes. (a):
The attention mechanism tanh(b(hi Whj W)T ), parameterized by shared weight vector b, applying a tanh activation. (b): a demo subnetwork for aggregation process. (c) (d): aggregation processes for the ﬁrst layer. (e) - (f): aggregation processes for deeper layers (i.e., l > 1).
to make sure the embedding will not be lost in the aggre(1)
(1)
gation process. In addition, WB(1) , WU (1) ∈ Rdin ×dout
denote the linear transformation matrices responsible for the
information aggregated from N̂i+ and N̂i− respectively, and
(1)
dout denotes the dimension of the output embedding. Taking Figure 2(b) as an example, the aggregation processes
B(1)
for balanced embedding hi
and unbalanced embedding
U (1)
hi
are shown in Figure 2(c) and 2(d).
In the ﬁrst aggregation layer, the importance of vj to vi
B(1)
for balanced embedding hi
and unbalanced embedding
U (1)
hi
can be calculated by:


B(1)
(0)
(0)
(4)
eij = a hi WB(1) , hj WB(1) , B


U (1)
(0)
(0)
(5)
eij = a hi WU (1) , hj WU (1) , U

The normalized attention scores can be calculated by the
following formulas:
B(l)

αij

B(l)

=

exp(eij )
t∈N̂i+ ∪Ni−

B(l)

αik

U (l)

exp(eik )

U (l)

αik

exp(eij )

(15)

U (l)

exp(eit )

(16)

U (l)

=

exp(eik )
t∈N̂i+ ∪Ni−
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B(l)

exp(eit )

U (l)

=

t∈N̂i+ ∪Ni−

By normalizing the importance between pair of nodes, we
B(1)
U (1)
can get the normalized attention scores αij and αij via

(14)

B(l)

=

t∈N̂i+ ∪Ni−

αij

B(l)

exp(eit )

U (l)

exp(eit )

(17)

Algorithm 1 : Embedding Generation Process of SNEA.

It’s worth noting that when we calculate the attention
scores, we use the same type of embedding as the input
of the attention mechanism to calculate the importance coefﬁcients, and use the shared weight matrices to build the
connections between balanced and unbalanced embeddings.
This is because the balanced embedding and unbalanced
embedding represent different physical meanings from each
other, as nodes from balanced node set and unbalanced node
set mean “friends” and “foes” respectively according to balance theory. Therefore, using the same type of embeddings
to calculate the importance coefﬁcients can estimate the correlation between pair of nodes more accuracy.
B(l)
The logic behind the aggregation processes for hi and
U (l)
hi
are same to the deﬁnitions of Bi (l) and Ui (l). When
B(l)
we generate balanced embedding hi for vi , we aggregate
the balanced embeddings from its balanced node set and the
unbalanced embeddings from its unbalanced node set. For
U (l)
the unbalanced embedding hi , we aggregate the balanced
embeddings from its unbalanced node set and the unbalanced embeddings from its balanced node set. Furthermore,
the sum of the attention scores in each graph attentional
B(l)
layer equals to 1, in other words, j∈N̂ + ,k∈N − αij +
B(l)
αik

U (l)
αij

U (l)
αik

i

Input: Signed network G = (V, E); initial embedding {h0i ,
∀vi ∈ V}; number of aggregation layers L; weight matrices WM , WB(l) and WU (l) ; attentional parameter
vectors bB(l) and bU (l) ; l ∈ {1, ..., L};
Output: Node embedding hi , ∀vi ∈ V;
1: for vi ∈ V do
B(1)
2:
Calculate αij using Eq. (6);
4:

U (1)

5:
Update hi
using Eq. (3);
6: end for
7: if L > 1 then
8:
for l = 2, ..., L do
9:
for vi ∈ V do
B(l)
B(l)
10:
Calculate αij and αik using Eq. (14) and

(15);

11:
12:

(17);

B(l)

U (l)

hi

]WM )

B(l)

Update hi using Eq. (8);
U (l)
U (l)
Calculate αij and αik using Eq. (16) and
U (l)

13:
Update hi using Eq. (9);
14:
end for
15:
end for
16: end if
17: Update hi using Eq. (18);

i

= j∈N̂ + ,k∈N −
+
= 1, which means that
i
i
attention scores are comparable across nodes from both the
balanced and unbalanced node sets.
After the initial embedding propagates through several
aggregation layers mentioned above, we can obtain the balB(l)
U (l)
anced and unbalanced embedding hi
and hi , respecB(l)
U (l)
tively. Then by incorporating hi and hi , we can obtain
the ﬁnal node embedding for vi as:
hi = tanh([hi

B(1)

Update hi
using Eq. (2);
U (1)
Calculate αij using Eq. (7);

3:

between vi and vj . We can denote the one-hot coding vector of sij as sij ∈ {0, 1}|S| , and evaluate the cross-entropy
error over T as:

1
loss(hi , hj , sij )
(19)
Lentropy =
|T |

(18)

where WM is the linear transformation matrix responsible
B(l)
U (l)
for the concatenation of hi and hi . With the aggregation layers deﬁned above, the embedding generation process
of SNEA can be summarized in Algorithm 1.

(vi ,vj ,sij )∈T

where
loss(hi , hj , sij )

Objective Function and Training

= − wsij

With the structure of our framework as mentioned above, the
embedding of each node in signed networks can be generated by incorporating the balanced and unbalanced embeddings as introduced in last subsection. In this subsection, we
will introduce the objective function of the proposed framework and the concrete training details. Labels are extremely
lacking in the real-world signed networks, however at the
same time link type, as an important property, reveals the relationships between nodes. Recall that there are three type of
links in signed networks: positive link, negative link and no
link, denoted as S = {+, −, ?} - of which “no link” means
there exists no link between the pair of nodes. Therefore, to
model the framework easier, we transform the optimization
problem as a classiﬁcation problem. To be speciﬁc, we construct a mini-batch of nodes Vt , and a set of link triplets T .
T consists of triplets of the form (vi , vj , sij ), where vi ∈ Vt
or vj ∈ Vt , and sij ∈ S denotes which type of link exists

|S|

k=1

sij (k) log

exp([hi hj ]θ src
k )
|S|
s=1

exp([hi hj ]θ src
s )

,

(20)

θ src denotes the parameters of softmax regression classiﬁer.
wsij denotes the weight associated with link type sij subject
to sij ∈S wsij = 1. Due to the sparsity of signed networks
and the imbalance of positive and negative links, we deﬁne
different weight wsij for each link type sij ∈ S according to
the number of positive and negative links, and generate “no
links” as described in (Derr, Ma, and Tang 2018).
The extended structural balance theory (Qian and Adali
2013; 2014) suggests that nodes are more likely to be more
similar to the node with a positive link than a node with a
negative link. In addition to this, nodes are more likely to
be more similar to the node with a positive link than a node
with no link, while nodes are more likely to be more dissimilar to the node with a negative link than a node with
no link. More speciﬁcally, for vi , vj , vk , vt ∈ V subject
4776

to (vi , vj , +), (vi , vk , −), (vi , vt , ?) ∈ T . The constraints
hi − hj 22 < hi − ht 22 and hi − ht 22 < hi − hk 22
should be satisﬁed. To achieve this goal, for each vi ∈ V, we
consider the following four cases: (1) if vi is more similar to
vj than vt in the embedding space, i.e., hi − hj 22 − hi −
ht 22 < 0, we should not penalize this case; while (2) if
vi is more similar to vt than vj in the embedding space, i.e.,
hi −hj 22 −hi −ht 22 > 0, we should add a penalty to pull
the embedding of vi be more closer to vj than vt ; in the similar way, (3) if vi is more similar to vt than vk in the embedding space, i.e., hi −ht 22 −hi −hk 22 < 0, we should not
penalize this case; while (4) if vi is more similar to vk than
vt in the embedding space, i.e., hi −ht 22 −hi −hk 22 > 0,
we should add a penalty to pull the embedding of vi be more
closer to vt than vk . Based on the aforementioned analysis, we propose the following minimization terms to force vi
closer to vj than vk and force vi closer to vt than vk in the
embedding space:

Datasets and Baselines
We conduct experiments on four real-world signed networks to evaluate the effectiveness the proposed framework: Bitcoin-Alpha1 , Bitcoin-OTC2 , Epinions3 and Slashdot4 . Bitcoin-Alpha and Bircoin-OTC are trading platforms
settled in Bitcoins. Since users of the trading platforms are
anonymous, users can label other users as trust (positive) or
distrust (negative) user to maintain a trading record to prevent transactions from risky users. Epinions is a general consumer review site where users can create positive (or negative) links, if they trust (or distrust) each other. And Slashdot
is a technology news site in which users can create positive
(or negative) links. Some additional preprocessing was performed on these lager network datasets (Epinions and Slashdot) by ﬁltering out users (nodes) with only a few links.
Some key statistics of the network datasets are summarized
in Table 1.

Lpos no = min max(0, hi − hj 22 − hi − ht 22 ) (21)

Table 1: The statistics of datasets.

Lneg no = min max(0, hi − ht 22 − hi − hk 22 ) (22)
Therefore, for all the links in the triplet set T , the objective of extended structural balance theory can be mathematically deﬁned as:

1
Lstructure =
Lpos no
|T(+,?) |
(vi ,vj ,+),(vi ,vt ,?)∈T(+,?)

+



1
|T(−,?) |

Bit.Alpha

Bit.OTC

Slashdot

Epinions

|V|
|E + |
|E − |

3775
12721
1399

5875
18230
3259

37626
313543
105529

45003
513851
102180

We compare the proposed framework with the following
state-of-the-art baseline methods:

Lneg no

• TSVD (Eckart and Young 1936): It is a singular value decomposition method in the form of A = UΣVT , where
Σ ∈ Rd×d is the diagonal matrix of singular values in
descending order, and U, V ∈ RN ×d are the orthonormal matrices corresponding to the selected singular values. We utilize U as the node embeddings for TSVD.

(vi ,vk ,−),(vi ,vt ,?)∈T(−,?)

(23)
where T(+,?) (T(−,?) ) is the set of triplets with sij ∈ {+, ?}
(sij ∈ {−, ?}) from T .
To incorporate the extended structural balance theory into
signed network embedding, we learn the node embeddings
by jointly training the objective function including the objectives of classiﬁcation task and extended structural balance
theory, which can be deﬁned as:
L = Lentropy + λLstructure + Lregularizer

Datasets

• SiNE5 (Wang et al. 2017): It adopts a deep learning framework guided by the structural balance theory to obtain the
node embeddings.
• SIDE6 (Kim et al. 2018): it optimizes the likelihood over
both direct and indirect signed connections to encode
structural information into node embeddings learning.

(24)

where λ denotes the weight of extended structural balance
theory objective to balance between classiﬁcation task and
extended structural balance theory, and Lregularizer denotes
the variable regularizer of our proposed framework.
When training the neural network, we use Xavier initialization (Glorot and Bengio 2010) to generate values for its
parameter matrices, and apply a variant of stochastic gradient descent - AdaGrad (Duchi, Hazan, and Singer 2011) to
train the neural network with a mini-batch setting.

• SGCN7 (Derr, Ma, and Tang 2018): It utilizes balance theory to aggregate and propagate information through graph
convolutional layers to generate the node embeddings.
• SiGAT8 (Huang et al. 2019): it introduces the GAT
(Veličković et al. 2018) to signed networks and designs
a motif-based graph neural model to learn the node embeddings.

Experiments

1

http://www.btc-alpha.com
http://www.bitcoin-otc.com
3
http://www.epinions.com
4
http://www.slashdot.com
5
http://www.public.asu.edu/%7Eswang187/codes/SiNE.zip
6
https://datalab.snu.ac.kr/side/resources/side.zip
7
https://www.cse.msu.edu/%7Ederrtyle/code/SGCN.zip
8
https://github.com/huangjunjie95/SiGAT
2

In this section, we present experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed framework SNEA. We begin by introducing experimental settings. Then we will measure the
quality of the embedding learned by SNEA on signed link
prediction task with comparisons with state-of-the-art baseline methods. Finally, we present the parameter sensitivity
analysis of SNEA.
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a signiﬁcant improvement over TSVD, which demonstrates
the ability of learning node embeddings using SNEA.

For a fair comparison, we set the ﬁnal embedding dimension as 64 for all the methods. For SiNE, SIDE, SGCN and
SiGAT, we use the suggested hyperparameters and settings
in their papers. For SNEA, we set λ as 4. Since there is no
node features for all the signed network datasets used in our
paper, we use ﬁnal node embeddings (i.e., U) of TSVD as
the initial embeddings of SNEA model.

Parameter Study
SNEA has two major parameters - λ and the learning rate
 for AdaGrad. As  is used for the optimization process,
therefore we do not consider , and only investigate the impact of parameter λ in this subsection. Due to space limit, we
only show the parameter analysis results of Bitcoin-Alpha,
as we have similar observations on other datasets. We vary
λ from {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} and show the performance variations of λ in Figure 3. We can see that when λ > 1, the
performance in terms of AUC varies in a narrow range, and
the performance in terms of F1 presents a increase trend with
the increase of λ. To make a balance between the AUC and
F1 performance, we set λ = 4 in our paper. Furthermore,
when λ = 0, we have a drastic decrease in performance,
which demonstrates the necessity of incorporating the extended structural balance theory into signed network embedding.

Signed Link Prediction
In this subsection, we measure the quality of node embeddings learned by SNEA on the most fundamental signed network analysis task - signed link prediction. For signed link
prediction task, we randomly select 80% links as training set
to learn the node embeddings and utilize the remaining links
as test set to evaluate the performance. We derive a link feature by combining two embeddings of the connected nodes.
As signed link prediction is regarded as binary classiﬁcation task, therefore we employ a logistic regression classiﬁer
to classify positive and negative links, and the performance
will be evaluated with Area Under Curve (AUC) and F1score metrics. We repeat the process 5 times and report the
average performance as shown in Table 2 and Table 3.

0.816
0.814
0.812
0.810
0.808
0.806

Table 2: Signed link prediction results with AUC.
Methods

Bit.Alpha

Bit.OTC

Slashdot

Epinions

TSVD
SiNE
SIDE
SGCN
SiGAT
SNEA-1
SNEA

0.740
0.781
0.642
0.801
0.775
0.766
0.816

0.761
0.782
0.632
0.804
0.796
0.784
0.818

0.740
0.785
0.554
0.786
0.789
0.726
0.799

0.766
0.831
0.617
0.849
0.853
0.822
0.861

0.926
0.924
0.922
0.920
0.918
0.916
0.914
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6

(a) Bitcoin-Alpha with AUC.
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λ
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(b) Bitcoin-Alpha with F1.

Figure 3: Parameter sensitivity of SNEA w.r.t. λ.

Conclusion
Table 3: Signed link prediction results with F1.
Methods

Bit.Alpha

Bit.OTC

Slashdot

Epinions

TSVD
SiNE
SIDE
SGCN
SiGAT
SNEA-1
SNEA

0.863
0.895
0.753
0.915
0.894
0.884
0.927

0.870
0.876
0.728
0.908
0.903
0.886
0.924

0.804
0.850
0.624
0.859
0.857
0.801
0.868

0.843
0.902
0.725
0.920
0.917
0.897
0.933

In this paper, we propose a novel signed network embedding
framework - SNEA, which utilizes a neural network architecture to learn node embeddings with graph attention machanism. First, we propose a graph attentional layer, which utilizes a masked self-attention mechanism to compute different importance coefﬁcients for different nodes in a neighborhood for aggregation process. Then, we utilize the graph attentional layer and balance theory to learn more discriminative embeddings. Finally, we design a objective function as
the objective for optimizing the proposed framework. Extensive experimental results on several real-world signed network datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
framework through the signed link prediction task. One future direction is to generalize this framework to heterogenous networks.

We denote SNEA-1 as a variant of SNEA that only makes
use of the ﬁrst attentional layer to aggregate informations.
We can see that SNEA achieves an apparent performance
improvement over SNEA-1 on all the network datasets,
which demonstrates the necessity and effectiveness of using
balance theory when aggregating and propagating information in signed networks. In comparision with other baseline
methods, SNEA outperforms all of them in terms of AUC
and F1. Although we use the ﬁnal node embeddings U of
TSVD as the initial embeddings of SNEA, SNEA achieves
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